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ABSTRACT
Retrieval-based learning, using tests for content review, frequently proves more effective for knowledge retention compared to alternative methods. Extensive research has explored this with older students, often in contrast to more passive techniques like rereading or note rewriting, typically focusing on vocabulary content, in non-classroom settings and assessing knowledge retention within a week. In this study we conducted a classroom experiment to compare the efficacy of retrieval-based learning to another active method of reviewing content, namely discussion, in promoting long-term knowledge retention among primary school science students. Additionally, we assessed the students’ perceptions of these reviewing methods. A total of eighty-one primary school students participated in the study, which encompassed a lesson conducted at a zoo, followed by a review of the lesson content using either retrieval-based learning or discussion. Our findings indicated no impact of the method of reviewing on knowledge retention after either one week or four weeks. Nevertheless, notable effects were observed in terms of motivation, as students who employed retrieval-based learning for reviewing reported heightened levels of interest and enjoyment, along with perceiving greater benefits from the process. Additionally, boys in the discussion group reported increased curiosity, in contrast to girls who reported an inverse pattern.
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Introduction

Learning experiences in primary science that have been demonstrated to enhance students’ knowledge encompass a diverse array of activities and methods. For instance, outdoor teaching (as demonstrated by Wünschmann et al., 2017), inquiry-based learning (as exemplified by Akaygun & Adadan, 2021), and taking part in science discourse by discussion and talking (as reviewed by Bae et al., 2021) are all noteworthy examples. In this study,
we focus on a method known as retrieval-based learning for the purpose of reviewing scientific content subsequent to an initial learning encounter. This practice stems from the field of cognitive research where an array of methodologies has exhibited strong favourable effects on the process of learning and memory, as for example altering between different study content (interleaving), study information at strategically placed intervals (spacing), and active recall of content from memory (retrieval-based learning) (e.g. Bjork, 1975, 2011; Dunlosky et al., 2013). These methods have been claimed to be generally underutilised in teaching (Didau, 2015; Dunlosky et al., 2013). However, cognitive aspects of learning, as for example interleaving, spacing and retrieval based-learning, are increasingly being incorporated into for example math education (Barton, 2018), medical education (Schmidt & Mamede, 2020) and primary science (Earle & McMahon, 2022). Additionally, in the last decade, educational research and cognitive research have reunited (Agarwal et al., 2012), as demonstrated by studies such as those conducted by Wiklund-Hörnqvist (2014), which combine classroom studies and laboratory experiments.

**Retrieval-based learning and the test-effect**

In the present study, our focus is on retrieval-based learning (Karpicke et al., 2016), also referred to as test-enhanced learning (Jaeger et al., 2015). The core principle of this method lies in students actively recalling content, whereby the cognitive effort expended enhances their ability to remember the content in subsequent instances (Karpicke & Grimaldi, 2012). It’s important to note that this recall is intended to facilitate learning rather than serve as an assessment of the students’ knowledge. The form of active recall, whether it entails answering written questions or responding to oral questions posed by a teacher, is not significant. A common scenario in the science classroom could entail the teacher, towards the conclusion of the lesson, prompting students to try and recall the content on their own, without consulting their notes or participating in discussions with their peers.

The so called ‘test-effect’ refers to the positive impact on knowledge retention that results from retrieval-based learning compared to other methods of studying, and is well documented in cognitive psychology (Bjork, 1975; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). A typical experimental setup involves students reading a text or a word list and then re-studying the information either by further reading or by active recall in a test. Even with equal amounts of time spent on the content, students reviewing through testing typically perform better on the final exam compared to those who review by further reading (as reviewed by Roediger & Butler, 2011). In other words, knowledge retention seems to be more favourable with a ‘study-test-test-final exam’ approach than with a ‘study-study-study-final exam’ approach.

What mechanism can explain the test-effect? A commonly used model characterises information stored in memory based on two factors: storage strength and retrieval strength (Bjork, 2011). Storage strength reflects how well information is associated with other memories and skills, while retrieval strength reflects the accessibility of the information, which depends on the recency of usage or availability of clues that remind the individual of the information. When memories are used, both storage strength and retrieval strength change, often they increase (Bjork, 2011). One plausible explanation for the test-effect is that the cognitive effort involved in trying to retrieve a memory makes it easier to access the next time (i.e. facilitates retrieval) and also
enhances its interconnectedness with other memories (i.e. increases storage strength) (Karpicke & Grimaldi, 2012). This is supported by studies showing that greater cognitive effort leads to a larger test-effect. For example, repetition through multiple-choice questions has been shown to elicit less or no test-effect compared to free-response questions (Kang et al., 2007).

**The relevance of retrieval-based learning for educational practice**

**Meaningful learning and learning in a long-term perspective**

Retrieval-based learning has been criticised for promoting rote learning, to simply mirror the similarity between the test situation and the study situation and to be unable to measure meaningful learning (e.g. Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; Rohrer et al., 2010). While it is true that most studies of retrieval-based learning utilise final exam questions that are identical to the study questions, there are exceptions. For example, retrieval-based learning resulted in higher performance on the final exam compared to re-studying through the construction of a concept map, even when the final exam required concept mapping (Karpicke & Blunt, 2011). Also, the capacity for knowledge transfer, the ability to apply knowledge acquired in one context in a different context (e.g. Perkins & Salomon, 1992), has been demonstrated to be enhanced by retrieval-based learning (Rohrer et al., 2010).

Most studies on retrieval-based learning assess knowledge within a week, which can be considered relatively short when considering a long-term perspective of learning. The significance of time when evaluating different methods was demonstrated in a study involving medical students who were learning neuroanatomy (Sanders et al., 2019). When knowledge was assessed after one week the group that had been exposed passively to the content, with the lecturer showing and naming anatomical structures, showed better performance compared to the retrieval-based learning group. However, a month after the intervention, the opposite pattern was observed. A similar but shorter-term pattern was shown for psychology students where repeated reading resulted in better performance when the final test was immediately administered, whereas retrieval-based learning led to better performance when the test was given a week after the last content review (Lim et al., 2015).

Hence, multiple studies suggest that retrieval-based learning may enhance meaningful learning and learning in a long-term perspective. However, additional research would benefit from exploring impacts on knowledge transfer and incorporating assessments of knowledge at various time points following the intervention, including durations exceeding a week.

**Classroom studies and active compared to passive methods**

Although the majority of studies investigating retrieval-based learning have been conducted in laboratory settings (Roediger & Butler, 2011), there is now a growing body of research conducted in classrooms (for review see Moreira et al., 2019; Ortega-Tudela et al., 2021). This is essential to assess the method’s relevance for educational practice. However, in the literature review of retrieval-based learning conducted in classrooms by Moreira et al. (2019), most studies used passive reviewing of content (as for example re-reading or re-writing notes) or no reviewing at all, as compared to the retrieval-
based method. From a pedagogical standpoint, it is vital to compare retrieval-based learning to other active methods. Education in general, and scientific teaching in particular, has a long-standing tradition of designing review situations in which students are active, and the significance of generative learning activities such as summarising, explaining or taking part in discussion is well established (Ausubel, 1968; Bae et al., 2021; Hattie, 2009). It is still unclear how other active methods differ from retrieval-based learning. Nonetheless, some studies have demonstrated that retrieval-based learning is more effective than other active methods, such as active generation of word pairs when learning vocabulary (Karpicke & Zaromb, 2010), and the aforementioned study by Karpicke and Blunt (2011), which revealed the superiority of retrieval-based learning over the creation of a concept map.

Younger students and science learning in classroom settings

Although most studies on retrieval-based learning have concerned adults and older students (Roediger & Butler, 2011; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006), positive effects have also been shown for preschool children and for primary and middle school students (review by Fazio & Marsh, 2019; Fritz et al., 2007; Jaeger et al., 2015; Karpicke et al., 2016). Most of these studies, however, are made in laboratory settings. In a review by Moreira et al. (2019) of retrieval-based learning in classroom settings, only five studies involved students between the ages of 7 and 13 years. Among these, three studies were centred on the acquisition of scientific content (Lipko-Speed et al., 2014; McDaniel et al., 2011; McDaniel et al., 2013).

In their study on retrieval-based learning through quizzes with 8th grade students, McDaniel et al. (2011) found a positive effect of multiple quizzes on the retention of content from genetics, evolution, and anatomy. However, the quizzes were not compared to another method of reviewing content, but students were given tests on half of the content that was later assessed in a final test. The retention of content included in the quizzes were significantly higher than the content not included, and the benefits of quizzing persisted on cumulative semester and end-of-year exams. In a similar study on 9th grade students where assessment of knowledge took place after 24 h McDaniel et al. (2013) found a positive effect on retention of quizzing on content of cells, machines/energy, and animals. In the study by Lipko-Speed et al. (2014), on the other hand, retrieval-based reviewing of science content about light and sound in 5th graders was compared to another method of reviewing, namely re-reading. In their study 15 scientific key terms were practiced twice with either ‘retrieval only’, ‘retrieval-plus-feedback’ or ‘re-reading’. Knowledge was assessed in a final test two days after the last reviewing of terms. The results showed that the key terms reviewed by ‘retrieval-plus-feedback’ were better remembered than terms reviewed by ‘retrieval only’ or by ‘re-reading’. Rowley and McCrudden (2020) found that middle school students during learning of a text with scientific content benefited more from trying to remember as much as possible of the text than from copying their notes about the text. Knowledge was assessed in a test two days after the last reviewing of the text.

These results suggest that retrieval-based learning has the potential to be a complementary tool in primary and middle school science teaching. However, studies that compare the method of retrieval to other commonly used active methods as well as long-term learning in younger students are needed.
Student experience and motivation

An overall insight from cognitive research is that methods which are experienced as rewarding in teaching and learning situations are not always the ones best promoting long-term learning (e.g. Bjork & Bjork, 2014; Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; Karpicke & Grimaldi, 2012; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Rather, it seems as if circumstances effective for a short-term performance are of disadvantage for learning in the longer term, and those favouring long-term learning are of disadvantage for performance in the actual learning occasion. Paradoxically, this means that what intuitively feels good for both teachers and students, methods where the student learns quickly and the teaching runs smoothly, is not always what optimises learning in the longer term (Bjork & Bjork, 2014).

The discrepancy between students’ subjective perception of a method’s effectiveness and their actual learning has been repeatedly demonstrated in retrieval-based learning. For example, in a study by Karpicke and Grimaldi (2012), students who re-studied material through questions and active recall were found to underestimate their learning, whereas those who re-studied by repeatedly reading overestimated their learning. A possible explanation for this discrepancy could be that students form a false connection between the ease of processing content and the degree to which they have learnt it (Karpicke et al., 2009). When a student reads a text multiple times, the content becomes familiar and recognisable, creating a feeling of knowledge possession. In contrast, re-studying content by actively recalling and answering questions, often requires greater cognitive effort, creating a sense of resistance. Given that commitment and motivation are important prerequisites for students’ learning (Bybee et al., 2006; Deci & Ryan, 1985), it is crucial to consider students’ experience with the method when it comes to implementing it in the school. We know of no studies that have investigated this for retrieval-based learning, except for experiences mentioned above about self-estimation of learning. The experience of students can be of special importance in science education, where encouraging students’ interest in the subject has a long tradition, and interest has been shown to affect learning outcomes (e.g. Toli & Kallery, 2021). Furthermore, research has indicated that the manifestation of talents and strengths within the school environment is influenced by gender (Määttä & Uusiautti, 2020), and interactions in scientific classrooms have been shown to vary between boys and girls (e.g. Eliasson et al., 2016; Jones & Wheatley, 1990). As a result, the experience of learning methods could potentially be influenced by gender, an aspect that, to the best of our understanding, has not been explored in the context of retrieval-based learning.

Aim and research questions

The aim of this study was to compare two active methods of reviewing scientific content, retrieval-based and discussion, among primary school students within a genuine teaching sequence. Discussion was selected as the active method for comparison with retrieval-based learning because it was a common practice for content review in the classes. The study’s primary objective was to assess the effectiveness of retrieval-based learning in promoting knowledge retention in the complex setting of school teaching, over a period of four weeks. An additional objective was to evaluate the students’ perceptions and experiences with both methods. While a method may prove effective in acquiring new
knowledge, it could have adverse consequences if it causes discomfort or unease among the students in the learning environment. Our aim was to address the following questions:

(1) Is there a difference in effectiveness between retrieval-based learning and discussion as a review method for promoting long-term knowledge among primary school students, assessed at one week and four weeks after the review?
(2) Do simpler forms of knowledge, such as facts and concepts, experience different impacts compared to more complex forms of knowledge, like contextual understanding, when subjected to these two review methods?
(3) Does retrieval-based learning differ from discussion in its influence on students’ ability of knowledge transfer?
(4) Do primary school students’ experience with the two review methods (retrieval-based learning vs discussion) differ in terms of interest, perceived benefit, pressure/effort, and perceived competence, and is this contrast influenced by gender?

Method

Participants

A total of 81 primary school students, aged 10–11 (48% girls), from two different schools participated in the study. Both schools were located in small towns in the countryside in southwest Sweden, and were chosen based on their proximity to Nordens Ark, a zoo where part of the study was conducted. We obtained consent from both the students and their parents, and provided information about the study’s purpose, as well as the option for participants to withdraw from the study at any point. We also visited the classes after the study was finished, to inform students and teachers about results and the research process in general. The study followed ethical guidelines established by the Swedish Research Council and was approved for implementation by the Swedish Ethical Review Authority. Regarding disclosure, we have no competing interests to declare.

Experimental design

We used a randomised experimental design where primary school students were instructed on the topics of domestication and animal welfare in three different species of farm animals. The students then reviewed the content using either retrieval-based learning or discussion (Figure 1). Before the experiment, we administered a pre-test to assess the students’ baseline knowledge. The same test was then given one week and one month after the final repetition. Additionally, the students answered a multiple-choice questionnaire about motivation.

Teaching at about farm animals at the zoo

The initial teaching instruction was conducted at Nordens Ark, a private non-profit foundation engaged in conservation, research and public education. Nordens Ark runs a farm that is specialised in maintaining native Swedish breeds of farm animals
and works on conservation breeding programmes. The students were taught about the domestication of pigs, chickens, and horses, as well as the animal welfare in these species. This content relates to the central content of evolution and natural farming in the Swedish science syllabus for grade 4–6 (Skolverket, 2022). The teaching was conducted by the authors and was carried out in small groups of students with accompanying teachers. Students had been randomly assigned to the teaching groups with regards to gender, with the aim of achieving gender-balanced groups. Initially, all students, both boys and girls, were randomly assigned into groups. Subsequently, a few randomly selected students were moved between groups if the gender distribution in the groups was imbalanced. The rationale behind this procedure was to prevent gender-related effects on the teaching situation (for a review of such aspects see Määttä & Uusiautti, 2020).

The instruction involved observing the living animals, listening to stories about domestication, viewing a picture board displaying various breeds of the animal, and talking about animal welfare. By rotating the students and keeping the person teaching about the animal consistent, the teaching was standardised so that all students received the same content and spent an equal amount of time with each animal. A total of four days of teaching was conducted at the zoo.
**Reviewing of content**

Students were randomly assigned to review the content either through retrieval-based learning or discussion, with respect taken to gender and teaching group to avoid possible systematic effects of these factors, using the same procedure as described above for the assignment to the teaching groups. The first session of reviewing content was conducted at the zoo after a lunch break, and the second session was held one week later at school (Figure 1). To mitigate any potential teacher effect, the persons who conducted the retrieval-based learning and discussion sessions were altered between the two occasions.

Both methods of reviewing content, retrieval-based and discussion, utilised the same questions with identical wording to reinforce the content. During the retrieval-based session, students were instructed to silently reflect on the questions and record their thoughts on paper, which was then collected at the end of the session. Informing students that their responses would be collected is important, as it can increase their motivation to make the cognitive effort required for memory recall (Bjork & Bjork, 2014). Moreover, to reduce possible stress and anxiety, we carefully informed the students that this was not a test to assess their knowledge. For each question, the students were encouraged to try to remember the specific instance when the content was covered. For some questions, a clue was given after a period of time, such as ‘the word rhymes with . . . .’ After each question, the correct answer was provided and there was a brief opportunity for students to ask questions. We deviated from the recommendation by Karpicke et al. (2016), to investigate the testing effect without feedback. This decision was made because the focus of our study was not solely on the testing effect, but rather on how it is applied in real school practice. In primary school, it is common to provide students with answers and feedback when working with questions in the classroom.

During the discussion session some questions were discussed in the whole group while others were discussed in smaller groups. The person in charge of the session monitored the discussion to ensure a close connection to the question and to ensure that proper facts and relationships were finally reached upon. This method of reviewing the content was chosen in cooperation with the teachers at the schools, as it was considered a common way of reinforcing subject content in science teaching in the class.

**Knowledge tests**

To ensure that the questions were easily understood by students of this age and that there was not too much background knowledge, a pilot test was conducted on two classes in a school not further involved in the study. After the pilot, the test was refined by omitting some questions and reformulating others.

The pre-test to assess background knowledge was administered approximately two weeks prior to the teaching at the zoo. To make the pre-test more engaging for the students, some additional and easy questions were added to the pre-test (for example, ‘what is the name of the pigs’ tail?’) but were not included in the subsequent post-tests. Otherwise, the pre-test and the two tests after the teaching contained identical questions. The test included both multiple choice questions and open-ended questions (Appendix 1). Both questions as well as answer alternatives in multiple-choice questions were presented in different orders in the pre-test and the two post-tests. The test questions concerned
same content as the questions used during the reviewing sessions, but they were rephrased to avoid an exact similarity between the reviewing sessions and the test. A question about rabbit breeds not covered in the reviewing sessions was added to the tests to assess the student’s ability of knowledge transfer. The first knowledge assessment test was conducted one week after the final reviewing of content, and the second test was conducted approximately one month later (Figure 1). Students took the tests in mixed groups, with respect to their method of reviewing content, to avoid possible classroom effects.

During the evaluation of the tests, a standard evaluation template was constructed for the open-ended questions, and tests from the first school were evaluated by two of the authors to ensure the reliability of the template. For tests from the second school, the evaluation template was used, and the two individuals consulted with each other in case of ambiguous answers. Furthermore, questions were classified as either simple or complex, following the same method by Karpicke and Blunt (2011). Simple questions could be answered without comprehending the interrelationship with other knowledge, whereas complex questions entailed multiple components that had to be linked. Some questions were excluded from the analysis of simple versus complex content, due to difficulties in classifying into either category (see Appendix 1 for classification).

**Motivation**

The students’ experience of the methods of reviewing content was investigated through a multiple-choice questionnaire answered directly after the last session at school. The questions followed a Likert scale and concerned interest, stress, experienced benefit, and experienced competence (Appendix 2). The questionnaire was designed by adapting a short scale for intrinsic motivation used for evaluation of students’ experience of out-of-school teaching by Wilde et al. (2009). Questions 1–9 were translated from ‘Short scale for intrinsic motivation Inventory’ by Wilde et al. (2009), and questions 10–12 were constructed with reference to Mellor and Moore (2014) and Taherdoost (2019). We also added a question about whether the student wanted to use the method of reviewing content more often in school (question 13) and a question about curiosity and acquiring new questions (question 14). One weakness of the Likert scale is the risk of respondents adjusting their answers to please the researcher (Taherdoost, 2019). To mitigate this risk, we informed the students that we were genuinely interested in their experiences and that we would not be offended if they found the method boring or unsuitable for learning.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 27. General linear models were used to analyse the effects on knowledge and motivation, with gender and method of reviewing as fixed factors, school as a random factor, and interaction effects for gender*method of reviewing, and school*treatment. Interaction terms with \( p > 0.25 \) were excluded from the final models (Underwood, 1997). The homogeneity of variances was assessed using Levene’s test. Analyses of knowledge were made on (i) total score (ii) scores on simple content (iii) scores on complex content, and (iv) ability of knowledge transfer. Analyses
of motivation were made on mean values for interest, stress, pressure/tension, perceived benefit, and perceived competence.

The overall effect of the teaching sequence was analysed by ANOVA, and differences between pre-test, post-test 1 and post-test 2 were examined using Tukey HSD.

**Result**

**Effects on knowledge**

There was no difference in the pre-test in background knowledge between the group reviewing with retrieval-based learning and the group reviewing with discussion ($p = 0.65$). Additionally, the pre-test mean score was very low, with a maximum possible score of 30, the mean score was only 1.7 points. The teaching sequence increased the students’ knowledge about domestication and animal welfare noticeably (Figure 2).

There were no significant effects of method of reviewing on knowledge in the post-tests, whether measured as total score or as scores of simple or complex content, after one week (total score $p = 0.87$; simple content $p = 0.45$; complex content $p = 0.86$) or after four weeks (total score $p = 0.67$; simple content $p = 0.15$; complex content $p = 0.63$). No effects were found on ability of knowledge transfer after one week ($p = 0.13$) or after four weeks ($p = 0.67$).

Moreover, the model showed no effects of school or gender, except for knowledge measured as total score after four weeks, where there was an effect of gender. Girls scored higher than boys regardless of method of reviewing (Figure 3).

**Effects on motivation**

Significant effects of both method and school were observed for interest/enjoyment and perceived benefit of the content review among students (Table 1). Students in the
retrieval-based learning group reported higher levels of interest/enjoyment and experienced greater benefit compared to those in the discussion group, and interest/enjoyment was generally higher in school 1 than in school 2, regardless of the method of reviewing employed (Figure 4(A) and (B)). Regarding perceived competence, a school by method interaction was observed (Table 1), indicating that students in school 2 reported higher perceived competence in the retrieval-based group than in the discussion group, whereas no significant difference was found between groups in school 1 (Figure 4(C)). A significant gender by method interaction was observed for curiosity and the acquisition of new questions (Table 1), indicating that boys exhibited higher levels of curiosity and generated more new questions when reviewing through discussion, whereas girls benefited more from retrieval-based learning (Figure 4(D)). This interaction between gender and method of reviewing was apparent in both schools, and perceived curiosity was overall higher in school 1, regardless of method (Figure 4(D)). When testing the effect of method within gender and school no significant relationships were found, probably due to loss of statistical power due to reduced number of datapoints. No significant effects of method of reviewing, school or gender were observed for perceived pressure/tension (Table 1).

Discussion

In summary the present study examined the use of two methods of reviewing content, group discussion and retrieval-based learning, in primary school classroom. Results indicated that both methods yielded comparable long-term knowledge retention, with no significant differences observed for simple and complex content or knowledge transfer. However, girls outperformed boys on the knowledge test administrated four weeks after the last reviewing. With regards to motivation, students in the retrieval-based learning group reported higher levels of interest and perceived benefit than those in the discussion group. In terms of curiosity and new questions, a gender-by-method interaction was observed, revealing that girls in the retrieval group experienced greater curiosity and
more new questions than girls in the discussion group, whereas the opposite trend was indicated for boys. There were also several effects of school on motivation.

### Knowledge

Our study contributes to the rather limited collection of studies on younger students that have compared retrieval-based learning with another student-active teaching method in the classroom. Goossens et al. (2016), discovered that active recall improved primary school students’ vocabulary acquisition more than generating words from a text, and Rowley and McCrudden (2020) noted that middle school students benefited more from active recall than writing notes when learning the content of a science text. In contrast to these studies, our findings did not indicate a significant effect of retrieval-based learning on knowledge retention. One commonly proposed explanation for the failure of retrieval-based learning to benefit children is that they may be unable to retrieve relevant content during practice (Karpicke et al., 2014). We do not regard this as a probable explanation for the absence of an effect in the current study, since students reviewing content through the retrieval-based method received clues to enhance their retrieval ability and were provided answers and information of correct content. An alternative explanation could be that the test-effect diminishes or vanishes as the complexity of the study content rises, as proposed by van Gog and Sweller (2015). Nevertheless, our examination of knowledge segmented into simple or complex content failed to reveal any distinction between the methods.

### Table 1. Results from general linear analyses of method of reviewing content, discussion or retrieval-based, on different aspects of motivation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response variable</th>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest/enjoyment</td>
<td>Method of reviewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.86</td>
<td>23.44</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefit</td>
<td>Method of reviewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>20.18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived competence</td>
<td>Method of reviewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Method of reviewing * School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure/tension</td>
<td>Method of reviewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use method more often</td>
<td>Method of reviewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.64</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curiosity and new questions</td>
<td>Method of reviewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Method of reviewing * gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In our study, we initially taught the content by observations of real-life animals at the zoo and by conducting discussion and conversations that connected the content to the students’ prior knowledge. This setting provided meaningful experiences; factors typically considered to facilitate learning achievement (Hattie, 2009). In contrast, Rowley and McCrudden (2020) and Goossens et al. (2016), utilised independent reading and explanations provided by a tutor for the students’ initial exposure to the content in their respective studies. Therefore, a possible explanation for the divergent outcomes in these studies as compared to ours is that when the initial instructional setting strongly favours encoding, the effect of retrieval-based learning may be less pronounced. Instead, it could be the initial teaching setting, or a combination of the initial teaching setting and the comparative method used (discussion), that creates a situation in which retrieval-based learning is not more advantageous to the students. The effectiveness of retrieval-based learning appears to vary depending on the teaching method employed, as indicated by a classroom study conducted by Ortega-Tudela et al. (2021) that examined the use of retrieval practice in three different teaching situations with different content and teachers. They found a positive impact of retrieval practice on learning outcomes in two

Figure 4. (A) Interest/enjoyment and (B) Perceived benefit were higher in the retrieval-based learning group compared to the discussion group, and overall higher in school 1 regardless of method. (C) Competence was perceived as higher in the retrieval-based group than in the discussion group in school 2 (ANOVA F = 7.6, df = 1, p = 0.008) and there was no difference between groups in school 1 (ANOVA F = 1.03, df = 1; p = 0.32). (D) A significant interaction of gender by treatment indicate that boys exhibited as greater level of curiosity and generated more new questions when engaging in discussion-based reviewing, whereas girls demonstrated these tendencies more prominently when utilising retrieval-based learning for review.
out of three teaching situations, suggesting that the efficacy of this approach is contingent upon specific instructional contexts.

Finally, our only significant outcome on knowledge, that girls scored higher than boys on the knowledge test four weeks after the last repetition regardless of the repetition method, agrees with several findings that girls generally perform better than boys in the Swedish school system (Schleicher, 2019).

**Motivation**

The importance of commitment and motivation as prerequisites for students’ learning has been documented in previous research (Bybee et al., 2006; Deci & Ryan, 1985). Students’ experience of retrieval-based learning is of particular interest, as previous studies on adults and adolescents have shown that the high cognitive effort required by this method can create a feeling of not mastering the content and cause students to underestimate its effectiveness (Karpicke et al., 2009; Karpicke & Grimaldi, 2012). To our knowledge, this study is the first to assess how the use of retrieval-based learning affects motivation of younger students. In contrast to the previous studies on adults, students in the retrieval-based learning group perceived the method as more beneficial for learning than those in the discussion group. Additionally, students in the retrieval-based method reported higher levels of interest than those in the discussion group, and we found no effects on pressure or tension. These findings suggest that the motivation of students who use retrieval-based learning may be higher than that of those who use discussion, in upper primary school settings. The underlying reasons for this could be that, in general, variation in methods is appreciated by learners (Blomgren, 2016) and that working with retrieval was something new to the students in our study.

In our study, a gender difference was observed in curiosity and the generation of new questions, suggesting that girls benefit more from retrieval-based learning while boys tend to benefit more from discussion. One possible explanation for this could be that girls are given less talking space in the science classroom (Eliasson et al., 2016), and therefore generate more new questions and curiosity when allowed to think undisturbed. Another explanation may be that girls this age are, on average, more capable of working independently, whereas earlier studies suggest that boys at this age require more immediate feedback (Jones & Wheatley, 1990). Regarding perceived competence, there was school-by-method interaction, where students in the retrieval-based learning group in one school reported higher levels of perceived competence, whereas in the other school the relationship was absent. Furthermore, the school had an effect on all assessments of motivation except pressure/tension. Students in school number one perceived more interest, benefit, curiosity and wanted to use the method more often than students in school number two, regardless of the reviewing method. In this study we were not interested in investigating school differences. The inclusion of the school variable in the analysis is solely due to the participants being sourced from two distinct schools, which was necessary to increase the number of participants. When the dataset encompasses more than a single school, the school variable should be incorporated as a random factor in statistical analysis. This is not driven by any specific emphasis on differences among schools, but rather to account for potential variance that might exist unbeknownst to us. Therefore, we do not discuss these differences further, but it
can be mentioned that the schools were rather similar in respect to socioeconomical catchment area, school size, number of teachers in class and class size.

**Limitations**

One limitation of the present study is the possibility that students need to practice the retrieval-based learning method before benefiting from the test-effect. In our study, discussion was a familiar approach for reviewing content among the students, while reviewing content with retrieval-based learning – where each student is given time to think independently in silence – was not commonly used. We observed that in the retrieval-based learning group several students immediately raised their hands and wanted to answer the questions, suggesting that the eagerness to communicate answers to others in the classroom may have hindered their ability to take the necessary time to make the cognitive effort and remember information.

Another limitation is the small-scale nature of the experiment, involving only two schools in Sweden and 81 students, more studies in more countries would be needed to generalise the result. Especially studies in non-western countries since cultural heritage may affect students’ interest and learning in science (Ainley & Ainley, 2011).

**Implications for science teaching and further studies**

Retrieval-based learning correlated with elevated levels of perceived benefit and interest among students, while also notably enhancing students’ comprehension of domestication and animal welfare as long as four weeks after the last reviewing of content. Moreover, despite being a test-like situation students reported very low on levels of pressure and tension, and this did not differ from the experienced levels in the discussion group. This suggests that it holds promise as a valuable method in science education. In our research, we applied retrieval-based learning to review content initially imparted during an outdoor teaching experience at a zoo. Consequently, the method has the potential to be an advantageous strategy when integrated with other science teaching methods, such as outdoor education (e.g. Wünschmann et al., 2017), inquiry-based learning (e.g. Akaygun & Adadan, 2021), or engagement in scientific discourse (as reviewed by Bae et al., 2021).

Retrieval-based learning was not a prevalent approach for reviewing scientific content in the study’s classroom, while the comparative method, namely discussion, enjoyed widespread use. Should this be a typical scenario in other primary science classrooms, employing this approach could aid teachers in attaining the goal of providing students with a learning environment enriched by diverse methods, as stipulated by the Swedish elementary school curriculum (Skolverket, 2022). Employing a diverse range of methods may heighten students’ motivation, as noted by Blomgren (2016), and a systematic review by Nordenbo et al. (2008) showed that a variety of teaching methods contributes to student learning. Furthermore, utilising a variety of instructional approaches can promote an equitable learning environment in the classroom. Notably, in our study girls and boys responded differently to the employed teaching methods in terms of perceived level of curiosity, girls reporting higher curiosity when reviewing with retrieval-based learning. Thus, employing retrieval-based learning in the science classroom
could potentially enhance the educational experience for girls, which has reported to be given less talking space in the science classroom (Eliasson et al., 2016).

Moreover, it can be beneficial for students to learn the method of retrieval-based learning at a young age since is one of many powerful tools for self-study. Nonetheless, it is imperative for teachers to provide a metacognitive perspective by explaining why they are using this approach. This is important because, despite the largely positive experiences reported in our study, prior research has indicated that students might often underestimate the effectiveness of this method (Karpicke et al., 2009; Karpicke & Grimaldi, 2012). Probably due to the high degree of cognitive effort and that students may form a false connection between the ease of processing content and the degree to which they have learnt it (Karpicke et al., 2009).

Further studies should strive not only to be carried out in genuine classroom environments but also to offer ample opportunities for students to engage in retrieval-based learning and become better acquainted with the method before comparing it to alternative active repetition methods. Additionally, incorporating a teacher-implemented approach, such as that employed by Rowley and McCrudden (2020), may prove advantageous, as opposed to relying on the researcher-implemented retrieval practice that has been more commonly utilised in our and in prior investigations. Additionally, it would be beneficial for future studies to consider students’ level of knowledge after the initial teaching event but before repetition. Although one study indicated that individual differences in personal traits and working memory capacity did not moderate the effect of the testing effect (Bertilsson et al., 2021), other studies on adolescents have demonstrated that for students with higher cognitive skills the method of studying is of less importance, whereas those with lower cognitive skills tend to benefit more from retrieval-based learning (e.g. Brewer & Unsworth, 2012). This finding is especially relevant in lower grades, where students’ cognitive abilities may vary significantly. By analysing knowledge outcomes based on the initial teaching event, studies could investigate whether some students in primary science benefit more from retrieval-based learning than other methods of reviewing content.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

Questions in the knowledge test that were administered to students one week and four weeks after their last repetition. The questions are translated from Swedish. The questions were classified into simple or complex content, and this classification is denoted in parentheses after the question.

1. How does breeding take place? (not classified)
2. What does “to domesticate” mean? (not classified)
3. What is the difference between to tame and to domesticate? Mark ONE of the options you think is right. (complex)
   - Tame means to have accustomed an individual animal to humans. To domesticate means that many people have influenced a group of animals over a long period of time.
   - Domesticate means to accustom an individual animal to humans. Taming means that many people have influenced a group of animals for a long time.
   - Taming is more heavy-handed. For example, a whip is often used.
   - Domesticate is more heavy-handed. For example, a whip is often used.
   - The difference is that taming is about predators and domestication is about herbivores.
   - The difference is that domestication is about predators and taming is about herbivores.
4. Even though dangerous animals cannot enter the hen house, the hen still feels safest if it is allowed to perch above the ground. Why? (complex)
5. Why is it that the female of the chicken’s wild relative is always grey-brown, while both male and female of our domesticated chickens can be brightly coloured? (complex)
6. Write the name of a breed of chicken that is particularly good at laying eggs. (simple)
7. What is the scientific name for hen? (simple)
8. Name a country where the chicken’s wild relative lives. (simple)
9. What can happen to a hen that does not have access to sand? Tick ONE answer for what you think. (simple)
   - The hen may get hungry because there is a lot of food in the sand.
   - The hen may get cold because hens usually warm themselves in sand pits.
   - The hen can get dirty because she needs sand to keep herself clean.
   - The hen may get tired because hens like to rest in sand pits.
10. What is the name of the wild ancestor of the domesticated chicken? (simple)

11. Why do all piglets have their own teat when nursing from the mother pig? Tick ONE answer for what you think. (complex)
   - The milk in the teats tastes different, and the piglet gets used to a particular taste.
   - The wild relative of the pig needed to keep order with her piglets so that the young of other mothers did not come and steal milk.
   - Piglets who are extra hungry have been butting their teat to get more milk.
   - So that the piglets don’t infect each other.
   - To make it fair so that everyone gets the same amount of milk.

12. Even though the pigs get as much food as they need from the farmer, they still want to root in the soil. What is the most important reason? Tick ONE answer for what you think. (complex)
   - It’s nice because the pigs’ snouts often itch.
   - Since their wild relatives searched for food in this way, rooting has become a habit that pigs still have.
   - There is particularly good food in the soil, such as earthworms, which are like candy for pigs.
   - They need to grind their teeth. The teeth become too long if they are not allowed to root.

13. What is the scientific name for pig? (simple)

14. The male pig is called a boar. What is the female called? (simple)

15. What does the female pig want to do before she gives birth to her young? (not classified)

16. In some countries, pigs’ tails are cut off. What do we do in Sweden to avoid having to do that? (complex)

17. Why do horses need to stay in paddocks that are quite large? Tick ONE answer for what you think. (simple)
   - Because each horse wants its own territory.
   - Because the leader stallion and the leader mare want quite a lot of space for themselves.
   - Because its wild relative moved over large areas.
   - So that there is enough grass to eat.
   - Because it has an instinct to run far away when it gets scared, like when a dog comes too close to the fence.

18. The wild relative to the horse does not exist any longer. Why is that? (simple)

19. What is the scientific name of the horse? (simple)

20. What was the reason why man first started having the horse as a farm animal? (simple)

21. Horses eat a large part of their waking hours. What happens if the horse is not allowed to do that and why is that? (not classified)

This will happen:
This is because:
22. There are many different breeds of rabbits that look very different. How did they come about? (transfer) (The students were here provided pictures of a lop rabbit, an angora rabbit, and a pygmy rabbit.)

Appendix 2

Multiple-choice questionnaire about motivation

Presented below are the questionnaire taken by the students after the session of reviewing content at school. The questionnaire is translated from Swedish. The questions are first shown grouped under motivation aspect, and presented as given to the students in the questionnaire.

Interest/enjoyment

1. I found the reviewing fun to do.
2. I found the reviewing interesting.
3. I found the reviewing entertaining.

Perceived competence

1. I am pleased with my presentation during reviewing.
2. During reviewing I felt smart.
3. I think I was rather good at answering the questions during reviewing.

Perceived pressure/tension

1. I felt pressure during reviewing.
2. I felt tense during reviewing.
3. I was worrying about not doing good enough.

Perceived benefit

1. I have learnt a lot during reviewing.
2. I think I will be able to answer more questions next time.
3. I feel that it is good to do reviewing the way we did.

Single questions

1. I would like to use this method of reviewing more often in school.
2. During reviewing I have gained many new questions that I am curious about.

Below, the questions are presented in the order they appear in the questionnaire. The Likert scale is only displayed here for the first question.
1. I found the reviewing fun to do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all true</th>
<th>A bit true</th>
<th>Partially true</th>
<th>Pretty much true</th>
<th>Very true</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. I felt pressure during reviewing.
2. I have learnt a lot during reviewing.
3. I found the reviewing entertaining.
4. I felt tense during reviewing.
5. During reviewing I felt smart.
6. I found the reviewing entertaining.
7. I think I will be able to answer more questions next time.
8. I was worrying about not doing good enough.
9. I think I was rather good at answering the questions during reviewing.
10. I feel that it is good to do reviewing the way we did.
11. I am pleased with my prestation during reviewing.
12. I would like to use this way of practicing more often in school.
13. I have received many new questions that I wonder about and am curious about.